You've always known what to expect from a video game system.
Until now.

Introducing the TurboGrafx-16 video game system.

TurboGrafx-16 is the video game system that's built around a 16-bit graphics processor. Compared to the 8-bit systems you're used to, it's four times faster, with better graphics, almost ten times as many colors, head-splitting stereo sound and deeper, more challenging gameplay.

TurboGrafx-16 gives you dozens of great game titles to choose from, as well as optional accessories that let you expand your system.

For example, there's a CD player that plays video games in addition to audio disks. A TurboBoost™ audio/video enhancer. Even a TurboTap™ connector that lets up to five friends play all at the same time.

TurboGrafx-16. Because the last thing a video game system should be is predictable.

The higher energy video game system.
Where the system gets its energy.

The TurboGrafx-16 system has many high-energy components and accessories that not only let you enjoy an amazing level of excitement now, but also let you expand your system in the future.

TurboGrafx-CD Game Interface and Compact Disc Player
Brings CD sound and an even higher level of gameplay to the TurboGrafx-16 system—with more characters, more levels, and more challenge. Also plays regular audio and the new CD graphics (CD + 6) discs.

TurboGrafx-CD Multi-Controller Adapter
Now up to five friends can play specially selected games at once. Compete in head-to-head action or work together towards victory.

TurboGrafx-16 Entertainment Super System
The heart of the incredible TurboGrafx-16 system. With a custom 16-bit graphics processor that delivers an amazing ST2 colors, a CPU that's four times faster and six stereo sound generators.

TurboBoost™ Audio-Video Enhancer
Working with your stereo TV or more TV and stereo audio equipment, TurboBoost's special pre-amp function gives your game full stereo sound and shapes, clearer graphics through direct video input.

TurboGrafx™ Controller
Specially designed to help you control the amazing energy of the TurboGrafx-16 system, it's precise and fast, with three levels of "turbo" fire.

TurboGrafx™ High-Performance Controller
Lets you aim better and move quicker than you thought possible! Variable speed "turbo" fire gives you high-energy action—up to 16 shots per second. Or you can go into slow motion!

TurboGrafx™ Audio-Video Interface
TurboGrafx-16 Entertainment Super System
The higher energy video game system.